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Development of e-Science infrastructure in Taiwan not just comes from the global 
e-Science collaboration (WLCG) but also is in light of regional and domestic sup-
port and evolution together for new ways of doing science. WLCG and EGEE lead 
us to the petabyte-scale era, e-Infrastructure of Taiwan also had proved to be 
available for larger scale multiple sciences. Values of adaption to new computing 
model and effective resource sharing had been demonstrated by user communities 
of high energy physics (HEP), drug discovery, long-term digital preservation and 
high throughput computation. In 2010, gLite sites in Asia already grows to 30 
from only 5 sites in 2005, based on the support and coordination of EGEE Asia 
Federation and Asia Pacific Regional Operation Centre (APROC) hosted by 
ASGC. More nominal e-Science applications among Asia partners and with 
Europe and America, such as earthquake, environmental changes, computational 
chemistry, social sciences, and life sciences, are taking place endorsed by EUA-
siaGrid and other projects. All these efforts are driving the regional e-
Infrastructure towards production quality and sustainable. From 2009, data centre 
energy saving and intelligent operation become one of principal focus at ASGC. 
Biomedical, earth science, environmental changes, humanities and social sciences 
and HEP are the primary areas of e-Science researches. To continuously improve 
data management and computation for e-Science, technologies like virtualization, 
cloud computing and volunteer computing are under test, deployment and integra-
tion to Grid infrastructure. Training for site administrators, e-Science application 
engineers, trainers and collaboration workshops with user communities will be 
held more often, in most partner sites. In addition, ASGC is assisting more site 
operators joining APROC support, to take care of the regional collaboration infra-
structure and to level up service quality in partnership. Orchestrate users require-
ments to take advantage of the e-Infrastructure is the best model to grow the tech-
nology. We will keep close cooperation with target user groups regionally and 
evolve the e-Infrastructure on advancement of sciences. 
 
 


